The turbocharger people

Turbo troubleshooting
and damage analysis

If you think your vehicle has a turbo-related problem,
stop before you replace the turbo.
Less than 1% of turbo failures are due to a manufacturing
problem with the turbo itself – the cause is nearly always
elsewhere and you must eliminate it first.



Before you replace your turbo,
complete OUR diagnostic checklist.

Excessive smoke or oil consumption
 Check air filter is not restricted or blocked.
	Check oil exactly matches vehicle
manufacturer’s specifications.
	Check for excessive crankcase pressure and
correct engine breather system operation.
 Check hoses and joints are in good condition.
	Check lubrication system if oil or carbon
deposits are found in the exhaust manifold or
turbine inlet.
Lack of power
	Check air intake system is in good condition

and clean internally.
	Check fuel injection system is in good
condition and correctly adjusted.
	Check vehicle ECU has the latest updates.
	Check exhaust system, catalyst and DPF are not
blocked or damaged.
	Check EGR valve is operating correctly.
Noisy operation
	Check the turbo pipes and supports are not
loose or damaged, and all connections are
good.
 Check for leaks or cracks in the intercooler.

WHAT HAPPENS IF CAUSES ARE NOT ELIMINATED
OIL STARVATION
Caused by restricted oil supply, incorrect
gasket fitting, blockage from liquid gasket or
poor quality lubricant. Results in excessive
temperatures, metal to metal friction and
fatigue cracks.
OIL CONTAMINATION
Caused by carbon deposits or metallic particles
in oil, due to poor maintenance, overdue oil and
filter changes, excessive wear or insufficient
cleaning following overhaul. Results in extreme
turbo bearing and shaft wear.
OIL LEAKS
Caused by restrictions or leaks in air supply,
exhaust or EGR system, blocked turbo oil drain
or engine breather, prolonged idling or frequent
hot engine shutdowns. Results in oil leaks into
turbine housing, and starved bearings.

This marking is evidence of
contaminated oil

Extreme wear on the turbine shaft
caused by oil contamination

You’ll find more information and advice on
turbo fault diagnosis and easy, trouble-free
fitting, at www.btnturbo.com/turbotech

In 90% of cases, it’s oil related:
oil starvation, contamination or leaks
So if you use the right oil, you’ll take
care of the turbo.
• If the engine oil isn’t replaced with the turbo, it’s highly
likely that the new turbo will fail.
•A
 lways use the correct grade of new, good quality oil
and new oil and air ﬁlters as recommended by the engine
manufacturer when ﬁtting a new turbo. This helps keep
oil feeds clean, to prevent deposits damaging your
turbocharger.
•K
 eep to regular service intervals and check oil level and
cleanliness frequently:
- If your oil level gets too low, the remaining oil can
overheat and carbonise, creating solid deposits that can
damage your turbocharger.
- Overﬁlling causes excessive pressure which can damage
the turbo’s oil seals.

•M
 any oils have detergent additives to remove carbon
deposits. To prevent these highly abrasive particles
blocking oil feeds or damaging turbo bearings, change the
oil and filter at recommended service intervals.

BTN TURBO:
THE BEST
TURBO SERVICE
ON EARTH.
•	All turbos we supply for
commercial vehicles are covered
by our 12 month No Quibble
warranty. If the unit fails for
any reason, within 12 months of
purchase, we’ll replace it free – no argument.
• 17,000 turbos in stock for next day delivery.
•	All turbos from BTN are OE quality but cost less than
those from franchised dealers.
•	OEM turbos are brand new, direct from the OE
production line with a two year warranty and no
surcharge.

Compressor end oil leakage
due to low air pressure

Compressor end oil leakage

•	Our remanufactured turbos use 100% genuine OE
parts, with all settings calibrated to OE spec. Covered
by a one year warranty.
•	98% of turbos supplied by BTN include a Free FitKit,
with gaskets, studs and an oil-filled pre-priming
injector to prevent oil starvation on start-up.
BTN Turbo is the only UK supplier of all major
turbocharger brands:

IMPACT DAMAGE
Caused by small objects entering turbo or
compressor housing. Results in restricted
vane movement and compressor and turbine
damage.
OVERSPEEDING
Caused by turbo spinning faster than its design
limits, due to unauthorised performance
upgrades, poor maintenance, leaks in air intake
system or worn injectors. Results in turbine or
compressor wheel and bearing damage, and
possible major engine damage.

WHAT CAUSES TURBO
DAMAGE?

Any object sucked into the
compressor will damage it

Even small items can completely
destroy the blades

Compressor destroyed by
overspeeding

Orange peel effect on backface
caused by overspeeding
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